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)Vocabulary( 7Unit  

-:Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and dA) 

1- Nowadays, most people are…………………with money and fun. 

a) handy                         b) worth                          c)unrealistic                d) obsessed 

2-This…………………..runs on my brother’s phone, but not on mine. 

 a) fortune                       b) application               c) arrangement           d) product 

3- Digital cameras  have got many new………………that make them easy to use.  

a ) addictions               b ) features                        c ) arrangements       d ) products  

4- My grandma used to ………………………old stories before sleeping.  

a ) recount                   b ) defend                         c ) confuse                    d ) ban  

 

:ill in the spaces with the suitable words from the listF-B)  

( ban – gather – recount – arrangements  – worth ) 

6- A good healthy body is ………………more than all the money I have .  

7-I have made all the ………………………….for the birthday party . 

8- My parents always ……………….me from using my mobile phone  at midnight . 

9- All of our family members  ………………. …at the weekend . That's really fantastic. 

 



 

Grammar 

: Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d A) 

1. We booked the tickets to London …………..…… they were too expensive.  

a) although                    b) however             c) because                  d) so  

2. It is cold here, .........................,we don’t wear heavy clothes.  

a) because                     b) so                      c) although                  d) however  

3. My sister Salma is too fat. ............................, she can run fast.  

a) And                          b) Although            c) However                  d) Because 

4. ............................ he didn’t take any courses , he is good at English.  

a) Although                 b) However            c) Because                    d) So 

5. My friends ……………..to the USA next year.  

a) travel                        b) travels               c) travelling                 d) are travelling 

 

:  Do as shown between bracketsB)  

 

6-I speak English well. My first language is  German.                         ( Join with :  Although) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7-He is very tall . He can't reach the top shelf.                                       ( Join with:  however) 

………………………………………………………………………………………................... 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8-Ali is going to the gym tomorrow.                                                         ( Ask a question ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...…………… 

9-My brother (  watch)  ) a football match tonight.                                 ( correct the verb ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...…………… 

 



 

 

Writing 

"Social Media can be a blessing or a curse  ." Plan and write a report of two 

paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Social media showing the advantages and 

disadvantages of using social media.  
  

.*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

Put your plan here ! 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below:- 

 

        A man was walking in the desert, but he did not know his way. He was far away from his 

home. He was very hungry, but he had nothing to eat. He had only a small bottle of water. 

While he was walking, he fell down and the bottle was broken. He has nothing to do there. 

 

       In the evening, he sat down on a big rock. He saw some black wood on the ground. He was 

very happy because those pieces of black wood mean there were some people there and they 

may be still there. If he found them, they would help him, and he might be safe. He got up and 

walked for a long time here and there, but he could not see anybody. While he was walking, he 

saw a red bag on the ground. He opened the bag and wished there was some food inside it. 

 

       He was surprised when he saw some money inside it. He said:” What can I do with money 

in this place?” In such case, money is not important. Suddenly, he heard his daughter’s voice. 

She said: “Get up my father, lunch is ready now.” Indeed, you are what you think of. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 

1)What is the best title for this passage? 

a- The Dream             b- The Red Bag            c- The Black Wood                  d. The Desert 

 

2)The underline pronoun (it) in the third paragraph refers to................................. 

a. the desert              b. the bag                 c. the ground                   d. food 

 

3- What is the opposite of underlined word "safe" in the 2nd  paragraph? 

a- secure                    b- dangerous            c- happy                          d. ugly  

 

4- The purpose of the writer in this passage is ……………….. 

a- to suggest ways to get food. 

b- to inform us that you usually dream of what you need. 

c- to tell us that the man’s daughter is a clever cook. 

d- to show how we behave when there is no food. 

 

5- The writer shows us that …………………… 

a- Food is more important than money.      b- Money is the most important. 

c- Sleeping much is not healthy.                 d- Home-made food is better than junk food. 

 

 



 

6) According to the passage, all the following statements are NOT TRUE except :  

a- The pieces of black wood says that it was very cold. 

b- The man was really lost his way in the desert. 

c- There was food inside the bag.  

d- The girl asked her father to eat lunch. 

 

B) Answer the following questions: 

 

7- What happened when the man fell down? 

.......................................................................................................................... 
8- Why did the daughter ask her father to get up? 

.......................................................................................................................... 

 

Unit 8 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d:-  
1- Sarah is very ………….……….. . She always cries when her mother shouts at her. 

a) countless                 b) sensitive                 c) royal                 d) skillful  

2- Our talented teacher always ……………….…. information perfectly to us . 

a) conveys                   b) exchanges              c) imports             d) donates  

3- My mother pretended to be calm, but her…….……………. says she is angry.  

a) fortune                   b) product                    c) bracelet             d) reaction  

4- Although he runs the business very……..……………. , the company failed.  

a) directly                  b) gradually                c) efficiently            d) necessarily 

  

B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list:-  

                                (talented – skin – feature – bracelet – various)  

 
5- We can suggest ………………………. solutions to traffic jam problems.  

6- My elder brother gets the full mark because he is……..………… and skilful.  

7- She can’t bear sun rays because she has a sensitive ……………………….  

8- Huda’s gold ………………………. reminds her of her wedding day. 



 

 
Grammar 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d:  

 

1. Our basket trainer ........................ us instructions before the match started.  

a) gave             b) had given               c) was given                d) has given  

2. After I ........................... my English notebook, I found it on the table.  

a) seek             b) had sought              c) were seeking          d) sought  

3. I came back home because I ………………………..my mobile phone .  

a) forget            b) forgets                  c) forgetting                 d) had forgotten  

4. By the time I ………………………my school , the exam had already started .  

a) arrive           b) arrived                  c) arriving                     d) had arrived   

 

B) Do as shown between brackets: 

5- Famous doctors are talented. They are skillful too.                           (Join using both ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6- Ali was doing his homework. Nasser was doing his homework.      (Join using both ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7- Before she went to school, she (pray).                                             (Correct the verb) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

8- Faris had taken a loan from the bank. He bought a car.                      ( Use : After ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

9- By the time I got home , my mother ( cook) dinner.                        (Correct the verb) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 



 

 

Writing 

"We all have ideas, feelings and opinions that we want to communicate." Plan and write a report 

of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Communication explaining how people 

communicated in the past and the means of communications nowadays. 

*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

Put your plan here ! 
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                                 Unit (9 ) Storytelling and Communication 

 

Vocabulary 

:  hoose the correct answer from a , b , c and dC-A  

1. Young generations should learn from the ……………..……. of their ancestors. 

a) ladder                 b) wisdom                c) alley                     d) tool  

2. A good movie must …………………. both the mind and the eye. 

a) engage                b) confuse                c) pass                      d) ban 

3. The police arrested my friend but I'm sure he is …………………. 

a) proud                 b) nearby                  c) cruel                     d) innocent 

4- In the circus , clowns do their best  to ………………….. the audience . 

a) outwit                b) deliver                   c) pass                     d) please  

 

-:) Fill in the spaces with words from the listB 

 

         

ladder  – outwits – ancestors  – proud – alley  – alongside   – deliver  

 

5.  Nasser………….……….his friends . He usually beats them at chess.    

 .6. They were frightened when they followed a narrow dark………………… 

 While Hassan was climbing up the ………………….……, he fell down.7 

8. Our grandmother always talks about the lives of our…………..………….. 

9.  The king gave the servant a message to ………………….. to the enemy .  

10. To make your parents very ……………of you ,you should  study hard and get high marks. 

 

 



 

Grammar 

: Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d A) 

1-I sometimes look ……………… my baby sister when my mother is outdoors. 

  a- for                      b- up                    c- out                   d- after  

2- Sara looked …………………….. her lost book of English till she found it. 

  a- for                      b- up                    c- out                   d- after  

3-Look ……………….! A car is coming very fast. 

  a- for                      b- up                    c- out                   d- after  

          4- Students look ……………………..new words in the dictionary to know the meaning.              

  a- for                      b- up                    c- out                   d- after  

 
 

:bracketsDo as shown between B)  

1-“Drink your milk before going to bed.” said my mother.         (Reported speech) 

………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

2- “Don’t play with fire .’’ said my father.                                  (Reported speech) 

……………………….………………………………………………………………. 

3- " Open the window ." a man said to a driver .                         (Reported speech) 

…………………….……….………………………………………………………… 

4- " Don’t disturb me " Ali warned his brother.                                   (Reported speech) 

…………………….……….………………………………………………………… 

( correct the carefully .  the baby look upThe new baby sitter promised the mother to  -5

phrasal verb ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

.      ( correct the phrasal it now  looking outBandar lost his watch last night , so he is  -6

verb ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Discoveries & Inventions Unit ( 10 ) 

-: from a,b,c and d A) Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Ancient civilizations had left amazing …………………… around the world. 

a ) pots                b ) beads                c ) humidity                d ) ruins 

2- Social Media helps to………………………the news widely all over the world. 

a ) find               b ) engage              c ) spread                    d ) please 



 

3- The fire was caused by an...………………………………… fault. 

a ) influential       b ) electrical        c ) profitable               d ) modest 

4- These plants need heat and ………………………… to grow well. 

a ) humidity        b ) chairman         c ) department            d ) president 

 

-:B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list 

                  department / influential / electrical / profitable / chairman   

 

1- I think that working online is the most ……..……………..business nowadays .   

2-  Ali was appointed as the……………………of the new company due to his skills. 

3- The English ……………………in our school organised a competition last week.  

4- Abdul Aziz Hussein is an……………………………………………Kuwaiti writer. 

 

Grammar 

: Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & dA)  

1. Ali made this T-shirt by .......................  

a) myself                 b) himself            c) herself               d) yourself  

2. Sara did her homework by ........................  

a) herself                 b) ourselves         c) themselves        d) yourself  

3. We helped ........................... to answer all the questions.  

a) herself                b) yourself           c) myself                 d) ourselves 

4. I wrote this poem by ..........................  

a) itself                    b) himself             c) herself                d) myself 

5. There are........................... car parks in the center of city, we need to have more.  

a) much                    b) a little               c) many                   d) a few  

6. I need ..............................sugar in my tea. I am overweight .   

a) much                    b) a little               c) many                   d) a few  

7. There are ............................ shops near the university. We are very lucky.   

a) much                   b) a little               c) many                    d) a few  

8. There isn’t …………………… milk in the fridge . Let’s buy some .  

a) much                   b) a little               c) many                     d) a few  

 

 



 

 

Writing 

" Inventions were very important in the past as they are nowadays." Plan and write a report of two 

paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Inventions explaining the importance of inventions 

and some examples of modern inventions. 

.Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inventions 
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Reading Comprehension 

:Read the following passage then answer the questions below 

        

        The dictionary is the most important tool for all language learners. It gives them 

the different meanings and spellings of words. Most dictionaries help to pronounce 

words correctly by providing pronunciation and phonetic symbols. Moreover, they 

show the learners how to use the words correctly by giving them examples in 

meaningful sentences.                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                             

        When you find a new word in a comprehension passage, it is not a good way to 

think directly of using the dictionary all the time to know its meaning. It is better for 

you to try first to understand the main idea of the passage and guess its meaning.             

             

it. If  remember Second, don't forget to look at the opposite of the word and try to        

these two ways are not helpful, get the dictionary then and look it up. You will find 

different meanings for one word. You infer the suitable meaning through the text.           

           

backs. The electronic dictionaries are  theirdictionary at -Some books have a mini         

the latest. They have more advantages than the printed ones because they are easy to 

download and carry . You can take them with you everywhere and listen clearly to the 

correct way of pronouncing words. Fortunately, smart phones can be supplied with 

different dictionary applications. 

                                                                                     

: Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and dA)  

1-What is the best title for this passage? 

a) Phonetic Symbols                                     b) Language Learners 

c) The importance of dictionaries                 d) New Words 

 

........................paragraph referes toh in the fourt *thier*The underlined pronoun -2 

a) exams                b) books                  c) symbols                       d) meanings 

 

" ?"rememberhat is the opposite of the of the underlined word W-3 

a) find                     b) guess                  c) forget                          d) try 

 

4- What is the purpose of the writer in this passage ? 

a-to suggest ways to get dictionaries                    

 b- to inform us that smart phones are useful  

c- to tell us about the most important tool for language learners 

 d- to show how we guess the meaning of words 

 



 

 

5- The electronic dictionaries ………………............... 

a- are used at home only                                 b- were very old     

c- aren’t better than the printed ones         d- have pronunciation 

 

6- According to the passage, all the following statements are NOT TRUE except : 

a- Most dictionaries don’t have pronunciation or phonetic symbols. 

b- You should directly use a dictionary when you don’t know the meaning of a word  

c-It’s impossible to download a dictionary on smart phones 

d- Some dictionaries give examples and use the words in meaningful sentences 

: Answer the following questionsB)  

7- What are the advantages of the electronic dictionaries ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8- Why is using the dictionary all the time directly is not a correct way ?  

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Intelligence and creativity Unit (11) 

Vocabulary 

: A) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d 

1-It is wrong to …………….………that money is the most important thing in life. 

a)allow                 b)gather             c)assume                    d)vote 

2-When you ………..……….hydrogen and oxygen , you get water. 

a)combine            b)recount           c)notice                      d)defend 

3-If we change our thinking ………………, we will find new solutions to the problem. 

a)alley                  b)approach        c)president                 d)bead 

4-There must be some …………………… about smoking in public places. 

a)ruins                  b)grown-ups     c)restrictions             d)details 

 

: B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list 

                           ( combined - unusual - involve - vote - electrical )  

 

5-We want to ………………… as many people as possible in the celebrations. 

6- My brother’s birthday party was ………..…………. . We enjoyed it so much .  

7-My parents and I are going to ………………… in the upcoming election in Kuwait. 

8- Nasser bought an …………………….guitar . It’s his favourite musical instrument .  

 



 

Grammar 

: d c andfrom a,b, Choose the correct answer -A 

1- The more interesting stories you read, the ……………….. you are.  

a- happy                   b- happier                  c- happiest                   d- more happier   

2- The more English books you read, the ………………….your language becomes  .  

a- good                   b- best                         c- better                      d- better than  

 

:shown between brackets Do as -B 

 

3- The more fast food he eats , the ( fat ) he becomes .               (Correct)                                       

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- The faster you go , the (early) you will reach there.                (Correct) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- If I do exercises , I will be healthier .                          ( use The more …..)  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6- If you work more , you will earn more money .           (use The more….. ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Grammar 12) ( Unit  

: )Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d A 

1. I can't go shopping in this mall .  …………………………. is very expensive. 

a- Everyone                b- Everywhere                c- Everything               d- Everybody  

2. ………………………. should obey their parents and honour them. 

a- Everyone                b- Everywhere                c- Everything               d- Anything  

3. Do you go ……………………during your holiday ? 

a- anyone                   b- anything                       c-everything                d- anywhere  

4. Have you got ………………..for dinner ? I’m starving .  

a- anything                b- anybody                    c- anywhere                   d- anyone  

5- I have ………………….special for you . Guess what it is .  

a- somebody              b- somewhere                    c- something                d- anything 

6- I knocked and knocked the door but ………..…………. opened . 

a- everybody              b- nobody                        c- nothing                     d- somebody 

  

 

: B)  Do as shown between brackets    

7. We need to buy extra clothes for summer.                              (Make negative)  

............................................................................................................................................. 

8. Salim needs to work with this rich man.                                 (Make negative)  

............................................................................................................................................. 

9. Dalia needed to send some emails to the company.                (Make negative)  

............................................................................................................................................. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


